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©Philip Storey All rights reserved By the same author Â Cooking for Dads Simple
classic meals that even men should be able to make, along with a few funny tales. Learn how to
make chilli con carne, cottage pie, spaghetti Bolognese (as sanctioned by the Bologna Town
Council), risotto and chicken and chorizo jambalaya to name but a few. Step by step instructions
that even an idiot couldn’t mess up. Â Yorkshire Trout Flies (Publisher) Catching fish the old
fashioned way; TE Pritt’s updated 1885 classic describing centuries-old spider patterns that are
simple to tie and absolutely deadly. Includes colour plates. Year of the Spider Yorkshire trout flies
are put to the test in the North-East of England during the summer of 2013 and do not come up
short – the easiest flies in the world to tie and they turn out to be utterly deadly…learn how to
make them and how to fish them. Includes images of the flies as tied by the author and the fish
they caught, photographed one-handed and at funny angles… The Damp Hackle Some new
writing accompanied by an introduction to The Complete Bad Angler, Cooking for Dads and Year of
the Spider Burying my waders and other stories A collection of 25 short stories ranging from why
fishing in March is like shooting arrows at a Welshman, how to avoid dying your head blue and, of
course, why one fly is always better than another “One more piece of fishing gear arrives in this house
and I’m leaving.” She probably didn’t mean it, but you don’t poke bears with sticks, or with whip-end poles
for that matter, so it was best kept out of sight. Welcome to Pole-land Â Somewhere in the dining
room — where the children eat — is a near-invisible barbed hook. If the Boss finds it before I do, yours
truly will be sleeping with the fishes. Hook, line and sinking feeling Â The gate is padlocked and the
field in which the pond sits is home to a herd of killer horses. I can’t tell the story yet — running through
the grass, knees high, arms pumping and tackle bags bouncing as the pounding hooves get louder and
louder — the memory is still too raw. Barbel Quest Â Only men of maturity understand the importance
of projects — model-making, growing vegetables on allotments, photography, carving things out of wood,
fixing old cars, DIY, split-cane rod building — these are the things that keep the darkness at bay. Making
Stuff Â Then, in the midst of the stillness, background anxiety and hat thoughts, there is a bite. I raise the
rod and, as the fight begins, the minnows explode across the shallows. Only now it doesn’t sound like a
flock of birds taking off, or even ten thousand tiny peals of laughter. It sounds like applause. Paranoia Â
Â Â Â The Complete Bad Angler Introduction Â FISHING in the early 1970s was a simple
business – maggots and worms were the order of the day, usually fished on 6lb line with a size ten
hook and sliding ledger. For the most part we caught eels — some of them big, gnarly old fellows
— the odd trout, hundreds of minnows and, on one memorable occasion, a salmon. Each cast was
accompanied by the feeling that anything might happen and, every once in a while, it really did. As
well as being ignorant of most methods of fishing, we were also unaware of the existence of
angling literature. Comics were more my kind of thing and as for the lads I fished with, let’s just
say they didn’t do much reading at all. However helpful they might have been though, I doubt that
angling publications would have turned our childhood passion into an uninterrupted life-long

obsession. Other commitments and teenage self-consciousness were always going to take us away
from fishing. Let’s face it; being good at football will get you a girlfriend. Catching trout will not.
Many years later, I unexpectedly arrived at a pleasant plateau — financially stable, the children
growing up and the wife at work — and living close to a river. I was also working nightshift. After a
year or so, spending all day drinking tea and watching satellite TV seemed like an obscene waste of
time. My first day back on the riverbank, I caught a few small chub and it felt like I had never been
away. As if making up for lost time, every day thereafter was spent by the river. Then, killing time
during the weekly supermarket shop, I happened upon a copy of The Angling Times on the
magazine stand and began thumbing it through. The world began to crumble around me. The
smallest fish in the paper was the size of a sofa. Until then, I had been enjoying my fishing. Now I
felt like a failure. Why hadn’t I taken up golf or snooker instead? I could have been rubbish at them
too. So I wrote to the editor, Richard Lee, to tell him that The Angling Times bore no relation to the
everyday experiences of his readership (ie me). The letter was somewhere between an angry rant
and a sales pitch, because attached to it was an account of my experiences as a returning angler
— I thought it might make a quirky colour piece along the lines of “you’ve listened to the masters
of the sport, now here’s how the mere mortals do it…” In the past, I have written hundreds of
angry letters and posted none of them. It is the writing of them that matters, drawing the venom
from my spleen before it can do any lasting harm to my career prospects. But that’s the beauty
(and danger!) of email — one click of a button and your slack-jawed drool is on a stranger’s
computer screen at the other end of the country before you can say “one last cast”. The reply when
it came was from Richard Lee’s deputy, Steve Partner. He said that he liked the piece I’d written,
but it was too long. There wasn’t room in the paper for a 2,500-word piece. Could I cut it to, say,
300 words? Cutting 2,500 words to 300 is not possible. Take out every other paragraph and you are
left with 1,200 words. Chop that in half and you’re down to 600 — still too long. And then when
you get it down to 300, somehow, it must make sense and tell a story that has a beginning; a
middle and an end. I emailed Steve Partner: “No problem.” A few days later, I had turned the
2,500-word feature into three 300-word pieces that were, in hindsight, somewhat ropey. Reading
them today, they clang and clunk along, and this is the perfect opportunity to tidy that up. Rather
than test everyone’s patience by reproducing those first few columns, I have left them out. Think of
it as getting snagged and cutting the line… Philip Storey January 2014 Urban Fishing It is not a
particularly pleasant environment, but there are fish here — which makes it worth the risk. . . LYING
just below the water’s surface, the cage of a supermarket trolley glints in the sunlight. A few feet to
the right, a wooden pallet juts above the surface at a jaunty angle, while elsewhere there are steel
girders, carrier bags, twisted pieces of ironwork, wrecked pushchairs and rusting beer cans. The
pond is in the middle of the roughest estate. In the vain hope that it would calm pit-bull-owning
residents and their feral offspring, the council dug a hole, filled it with water and planted trees
around it. Then the residents made their contribution, dumping anything they couldn’t convert
into a weapon or sell on eBay, which is why I am here. Local gossip and some convincing website
entries have it that in these murky depths lie generations of fairground prizes, now grown to
ridiculous sizes. The prospect of catching a 5lb goldfish is too weird to ignore. With an ear cocked
for the car alarm, I cast in a piece of sweetcorn on a float. From the foliage to my right came a
“hiss-CRACK!” I turned quickly, but there was nothing there. Perhaps it was a grass snake. A minute
later, there was a “hiss-THUNK!”. There was no mistaking the combination of sounds. An airgun
pellet had just struck a tree trunk to my left. Reeling in quickly, I turned and began striding up the
track towards the road, dismantling the rod as I went. There was a “hiss-PING!” to my right, and I
was back at the car, for once grateful it was a breezy day. Without a crosswind, I would have made
an easier target. Arriving home, I went straight to the kitchen. “You’re back early,” the Boss
shouted from the living room, “catch anything?” “Nearly,” I replied, putting the kettle on, “very
nearly . . .”A Winterâ€™s Tale Winter arrives and you know what? It’s not that bad… THERE are no
wasps or flies. The midges have gone too. There will be no itchy red trails across ankles and shins
today. And it’s not just the insects — there is no mud either. A winter cold snap can do in hours
what a summer dry spell takes days to accomplish. Yesterday, the path was a quagmire. Today,
boots crunch over frozen tyre tracks and smash cow pats into clouds of icy dust, while the dog

mess blighting every woodland walk can be safely ignored, turds breaking underfoot like so many
rotten pine cones. Winter has made the world clean again. At the river’s edge, leafless branches
glittering with frost throw long shadows over drifting islands of ice. The maggots are sluggish,
reacting slowly to being pierced, while fingers are almost too numb to tie knots. My arms will
hardly bend there are so many layers of clothing — if I lose my footing, I will never get back to my
feet unaided. Nevertheless, the stiff-armed cast lands close to where it was intended and the float
drifts and dips and, when it fails to resurface, a gentle lift of the rod meets resistance. The grayling
may be The Lady of the River, but she’s a tough old boot to be out and about on a day like today.
Fighting all the way to the net, how anything so cold can be so full of life is a mystery too deep to
waste time pondering. Back home, the bait box containing the day’s survivors is placed on the back
step beside a case of Stella that has been chilling all day. Soon, the maggots will cease their slow
wriggling and slide into a cold, dark sleep. Warmed by icy lager, the Bad Angler will not be far
behind them.Times Change Children can be cruel, but at least they grow out of it LOOKING back, it
never rained on childhood fishing expeditions and, even though they were cooked on an open fire
and stirred with a stick, the sausages and beans contained no grit. But a more honest recollection
leaves a bad taste. Follow the smoke from the fire as it curls upwards, snaking between the
branches overhead and the eels suspended there, turning slowly in the breeze, like macabre wind
chimes. They were a warning — stay away from our baits, or else. But eels do not respond to
threats and, ironically enough, it was one of their number that gave us our most memorable
battle. Pulled free of its fastenings, the reel smashed through a rod ring and took the top two
sections of the rod into the river. It was cheap kit, but still… We charged into the water after it,
catching the remains of the rod and dragging the eel onto the bank. Its head was as big as a
boxer’s fist only tougher; even with three of us beating it, the creature took an age to die. Being
nine-year-olds boys, we saw nothing wrong in any of this. Fishing the same stretch of river last
week, it was just as I remembered it — its beauty will outlive anyone reading this. Except there
weren’t nearly as many fish. Even the eels were few and far between. Where once scores could be
caught by accident in a single afternoon, last week there were none. Walking back to the car park,
I wondered if their decline and my childhood predation were connected. The internet eased my
conscience. Three years ago, there was an accidental discharge of effluent a few miles upriver that,
according to the report, “killed everything”. Nine-year-old boys, it seems, are not the only ones in
need of adult supervision.First Time Out Everyone has to start somewhere SUPPORTING a
shrivelled tomato plant in my father’s new greenhouse is the top section of a blue fibreglass
fishing rod. I recognised it straight away and the memories returned. I have no idea how old I was
— it didn’t seem momentous enough at the time for me to take stock: “Here I am, at the age of
seven (say) embarking on my first fishing trip.” All that I can say with certainty, and what follows
will bear this out, is that I was very young indeed. The rod and reel were second hand — the reel
only releasing 20 yards of line before jamming. Even Mr Curry from up the street couldn’t fix it and
he knew everything about fishing. My father gave me a weight, a small brown envelope containing
size 12 hooks, a tub of worms from the back garden and directions to a free stretch of the Wear
about three miles away. I had been on the bank a few hours when a passer-by stopped and asked
if I had caught anything. I told him I had not, but suspected there might be a fish under the
corrugated sheet I had cast to. It was a few feet out from the bank submerged in about 18in of
water. He watched as I reeled in. “Your bait’s come off the hook,” he said. My still-forming brain
began to crackle. Bait. Hook. Worms. The hook had never been baited — the worms were still in
the bag. I learnt more about fishing in that moment than in all the years that followed. Seeing the
rod section in the greenhouse, with its rusted rings and ferrules and the pathetic plant clinging to
it; it occurred to me that my father could do with meeting a similar stranger. One who knows
something about growing tomatoes.Unpaid Leave Work — the curse of every angler RECENT job
cuts had done nothing to improve the company’s bottom line — advertising revenues were down
and falling. We were staring into the abyss, with the deepening recession threatening to take the
firm on a guided tour of the bad parts of the Old Testament. Further cost-cutting was unavoidable
and employees were being asked, with regret, to take a week’s unpaid leave. I stopped reading the
email and went to find a holiday application form. The boss arrived at my desk. He was “minded”

to refuse my unpaid leave application, he said, because the rota had already been completed for
that week and he had yet to assess the full implications of the management directive and the affect
it would have on the staff left behind to carry an increased workload. (Did I not care about my
colleagues at all?) Also, did I not realise that this amounted to a pay cut? And then there was the
union — what if they decided to ballot for industrial action and “certain people” had already gone
along with the proposal? By submitting an unpaid holiday application, I was weakening the
bargaining position of the department. I considered this for a moment, and then: “What about the
following week?” The boss’s jaw tightened. He thinks I have an attitude problem and, from his
point of view, he’s probably right. I hate work. Loathe it. Particularly at this time of year. Spring has
arrived and the great outdoors beckon and, for once, the company and I have the same objective
— never mind our motives. They want me to take a week off so they can save money, and I want to
take a week off so that I can go fishing. I looked the boss in the eye: “I’m just trying to do my bit,
Dave.”River Quest The attraction of angling is the mystery — and it’s only the rivers that provide that …
THE club pond was starting to feel like shooting fish in a barrel. Two visits, three decent tench.
Don’t get me wrong, catching them stirred the blood — the air of panic whenever I hooked
anything bigger than a dace was also starting to ease. But it was not enough. Just catching fish
isn’t what it’s about. There has to be more of a challenge — and there has to be mystery. That’s the
fascination of rivers — never quiet knowing what’s in there. The club’s stretch seemed to contain
nothing but eels and small silver fish, so I went to the Environment Agency website for a list of
places where only a rod licence was needed, which took me to the Tees. Several well-worn tracks
led from the footpath down to the river. Those tracks must have been made by anglers, and lots of
them. Which meant fish. You don’t need to be Plato to spot the flaw in this reasoning. What if
previous anglers used the spot I chose for the same reason I had, believing the worn track led to a
spot that was popular with their predecessors? The blind leading the blind. What if the track was a
lie that each generation unintentionally left for the next? About twenty feet out from the bank was
a tree festooned with floats and line. Again, I saw this as further evidence that this was indeed The
Spot. I set up a waggler with a size 14 hook and two maggots. In front of me, the water was deep
and still, lying off to the side of rough water. It seemed the natural place for fish to rest. With an
eye on the tree, an obvious hazard that had claimed tackle from better men than me, I cast out.
And my float joined all the others.Bloody Kids A teenager’s triumph ought to be applauded. But when
things aren’t going your way, being gracious doesn’t come easily . . . TERRIBLE news arrives from
upriver. About five miles north of the club’s stretch of the Wear, a 15-year-old lad has caught an
18lb sea trout. I ask my source if it was caught with a fly. He says no, the kid’s a coarse angler. A
small part of me dies.

The collected Bad Angler short stories as they appeared in The Angling Times in the
UK, along with one or two that didn't make the cut.
Also available in paperback.
AN angler returns to the river after a 30-year gap to discover that much has changed
and, as the title suggests, events seldom go according to plan. Visiting venues where
you are more likely to catch an airgun pellet than a trout, this is a long way from the
hazy, summer idyll of fishing publications and satellite TV shows in which there is no
school run and presenters don&#x2019;t have to explain to their wives why the
overdraft limit on the joint account has been increased without her knowledge to pay
for something that absolutely definitely had nothing to do with fishing.
The Bad Angler doesn&#x2019;t gloss over these things, because he has nothing to
sell but optimism and the indomitable belief that, sooner or later, no matter how bad it

gets, if you make enough casts and don&#x2019;t quit, drown or die of cold, there will
be a bite. Welcome to the North-East of England, where the rain stings, the wind
howls and the snow falls deep. There aren&#x2019;t many fish either. But through the
mud, cold, tackle shop arguments and occasional domestic disputes over the
spiralling cost of Daddy&#x2019;s latest venture, the fun of it all still shines through.
Visit the author's blog at https://badangler.wordpress.com/
Philip is also the author of Cooking for Dads, an idiot's guide to simple meals that
everyone should know and has published an update of TE Pritt's classic Yorkshire
Trout Flies in paperback and in Kindle format along with Year of the Spider, in which
Pritt's flies are put to the test on a North-East river over the course of the 2013
summer.
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Yorkshire-Trout-Flies-ebook/dp/B00C0G1XLC and
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Year-Spider-Philip-Storey-ebook/dp/B00GKX52K4
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Story of a Nude The Complete Bad Angler : The Collected Bad Angler Columns as
They Appeared, More or Less, in the Angling Times, Along with One or Two That
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the Fisherman doth take To catch the Fish; what.. on into [Pg 19] modern times, but it
appears that the Tasmanians by the... Collecting under the Saint's order eel-nets
where they could, the first. 270), hardly impress us, despite Dr. Leaf's â€œThe whole
attitude of both the Poems is one of Lets Go Ice Fishing Curriculum - Alaska Fish and
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From recent experience, we knew that the climb could take hours, and several pints
of our "I gotta tell you," he said, "this one is really off the beaten path. The Project
Gutenberg eBook of Fishing from the Earliest - Pick which monofilament fishing line
50 lb fishing lines fits you best. I use all three, and here are the times when each is
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abrasion What's The 010) did stretch less. friday i was fishing along 3mb using
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â€œThe Anglerâ€• appeared in Irving's The Sketch Book. (1820) You'll find it on page
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Strip-Built Fly Rods from Various Woods on a Lathe Collection of David Nichols.
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Guide. 2... Where it appears in this guide, â€œIce. The Legends of Fishing - 4
EDITOR'S COLUMN: THE SUMMER OF LOVE Let's work together in 2019. Then
totally enamored with the sport of fly-fishing, I was rubbing shoulders Australia is
pushing to garner more attention on what is one of the most Zealandâ€¦ you can do
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series than any other
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